
Meet the next generation 
of scoring intelligence

Our advanced assessment AI can score complex papers in seconds.

EMMA is the cutting edge of AI scoring engines, designed to learn from and 
mimic human scorers to process assessment results at speed and scale.

Built with authentic 
assessment in mind

Save time, money 
and manpower

Easy, collaborative 
quality assurance tools

Flexible to any 
scoring environment



Get a perfect score 
with every paper

We’ve paired a sophisticated machine learning 
algorithm with natural language processing to 
create an AI assessment system that learns from 
human scoring. 

As accurate as it gets

We’ve pitted EMMA against leading accuracy 
benchmarks in the assessment space and it came 
out on top. Collaborative quality assurance tools 
mean you can score quickly with confidence.

No question is too difficult
EMMA is based on the OSCAR framework and 
integrates with all existing item types. We can 
even help you create custom solutions for 
complex assessment needs.

Custom AI integration for total control

EMMA was designed to create symbiotic relationships with humans.  
Allowing for you to be in control and have full transparency.  Human and 
AI settings can be tailored for each assessment item. Choose your level:

Mark exams yourself and 
report instantly with 

OSCAR

Human-only

Mark on your own and let 
EMMA check the results

Human-assisted

You and EMMA work 
together to mark every 

item

Hybrid

Train EMMA with human 
scores then leave it to do 

the rest

Trained-AI

Let EMMA mark for you 
against a templated 

framework

Generic-AI



Built to lower costs
The whole MZD family was designed to make 
large-scale assessment cost-effective. Dramatically 
reduce the man-hours required in scoring so you 
can focus on the work that matters.

See instant results

EMMA is built around the OSCAR framework, 
meaning you can get access to assessment results 
in real-time. It’s perfect for helping you improve 
teaching outcomes on the fly.

EMMA is the ideal automated scoring solution for: 

Assessment partners 
and providers

Higher education 
institutions

School groups, 
districts and trusts

Licensing 
organisations

Awarding bodies

Consult with our assessment 
experts and see a live demo

Whatever your assessment challenges, our team of leading industry 

experts is here to help. See EMMA score in a live demo and learn how it 

can change the game for your organisation.

·  No more than 30 minutes

·  Zero obligation

·  Flexible to your schedule

·  Customised to your needs

Speak with our demo team today


